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We present some standard results in the theory of polynomials of binomial type 
from a different point of view. This approach is related to a theory of represen- 
tations of canonical transformations. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a pair of previous notes [S, 61 we presented a theory of integral trans- 
forms which are nonunitary representations of a class of canonical transfor- 
mations. These transforms allowed us to look at umbra1 transforms and 
polynomial sequences from a different point of view. 
It is the purpose of this note to develop further the point of view of 
[S, 61 and reobtain some results by Garsia and Joni [Ml] as well as some 
other classical results in the theory of polynomial sequences of binomial 
type. 
Let U: R” -+ R” be a smooth, invertible, analytic function on R”. The 
analyticity assumption could be replaced by any assumption on U such 
that the symbol U(ik), k in R”, makes sense. Throughout V will denote 
u- ‘. 
We shall be making the standard conventions when dealing with 
multiindices. For m = (m,, m2, . . . . m,) in N, and < any object with n 
components, 5” := [?I . . . tmn. Also 
Vm:=($->m’...(&)m: m! :=m,!...m,!, (~)=(~:)...(~~), 
m>kiffm,~k,, m,bk,,etc., l:=(l)..., l), {e,:j=1,2 ,..., n}, and we 
denote the multiindices such that all entries are zero except the jth, which 
equals 1. Also [ml =Cm,. 
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Polynomials of binomial type are sequences {P,(x)} such that for all x, 
y in R” 
Pm(x+Y)= 1 
0 
; pm k(X) P,(Y)? (1.1) 
k<m 
and it is a standard result in the theory, see [l-3, S-121, that to every 
{P,(x)} there is associated a unique invertible U(5) such that 
C 5 P,(x) = exp x. U(t), (1.2) 
where, for any two vectors A and B, A . B = C AiBi denotes their scalar 
product. 
Let now f: R” -+ R be a smooth function such that 
f(k)=je”.‘f(x)d,x 
is smooth as well and such that f andfdecay sufficiently rapidly at infinity, 
and let us make the 
DEFINITION 1.3. With the notations introduced above, put 
(T, f)(x) = J e--“ur’k)f(k) dk/(2n)“. 
We then have 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let V= U I, then 
T,T,f=f and T,: T,. f = ,f: 
Pro@ Computational. 
T,(T,-,f)(~)=je~~““‘*)jje’~” 
= ep-’ V(k) 6(k + iU(k’)) f(k’) dk dk’l(27c)” 
(1.4) 
= j em~“-‘.[(k) dk(2z)“= ,f(x). 
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We used the representation 6(k - k’) = j errtk - “) d-x/( 27~)” appropriately 
extended. By making appropriate changes of variable one can avoid, at the 
expense of more work, symbols like 6(k + XI(&)). Also, our transforms T,. 
can be defined on a bigger class of functions, like locally integrable 
functions, if we think of them as distributions. We shall do so, but forget 
about the rigour. 
The transforms T, constitute a representation of the group of smooth 
invertible mappings U: R” + I&!“, that is, 
T Lr2 . T,, = 7-L:>. (‘, (1.6) 
for any two U,, U, as mentioned. The identity (1.6) can be verified as in 
the proof of (1.5) and (1.5) would then be a particular case of (1.6). 
Two important results are contained in 
LEMMA 1.7. Let Q’(t) be such that @(-V) is defined. Then 
@( I’( -V)) T,, = T,;& -V). (1.8) 
Proqj: Compute 
Td@( -V).f)(.~) = j e ‘i’ u’ik’[@( -V)f] - (k) dk/(27r)” 
=J^@(ik)e -.Y-(ik)f(k) &,@)” 
= (@5( v( -W) T,.f)(x). 
LEMMA 1.9. With the notations above, (T,,f)(O) = f(0). 
ProojI (T,f)(O) = l,j‘(k) dk/(2n)” = f(O)!. 
2. UMBRAL THEORY 
Let us begin by verifying that T, corresponds to an umbra1 operator. 
Just follow the computation 
(T,f)(x) = 1 ep r-“(ik)f(k) dk/(2z)” 
=c (-xJrn 
m! s 
Um(ik) f(k) dk/(2n)” 
q (-XY m! (Cut-W”fl  ^ (k) I)“) 
=I (--xJrn 
7 cw -wmfl(0)? (2.1) 
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which is one of the definitions of umbra1 operator. Put 
b,(x) = xm: 
where b stands for basic. The sequence {b,(x)} is obviously of binomial 
type. We have 
LEMMA 2.2. With the notations introduced above we have 
(T,b,( -x))(x) = P,,,( -XL 
where {P,(x)} is related to U by (1.2). 
Comment. There is no problem with carrying a minus sign all over the 
place. 
Proof: Note that the Fourier transform of b,( - ) is 
(b,( - . )) A (k) = (27~)” (zV,)~ 6(k). 
Therefore 
[T,b,( - . )1(x) = s e-“U’i”(b,( - . )) A (k) dk/(27c)” 
= e 
s 
px-U(ik)(iVk)m 6(k) dk 
-x.U(‘k)} 6(k) dk= P,( -x). 
The last step follows from (1.2). 
An obvious consequence if (1.6) is the following: let U,, U, be as in 
Section 1 and let {Pg)} be the sequence of polynomials of binomial type 
associated to Ui as in (1.2). Then 
LEMMA 2.3. Pk( -x) = (T,, ,,, Pc)( - . ))(x). 
Proof. By (2.2) Pg)( -x) = (T,,b,( - ))(x), but then again 
b,( -x) = (T,, Pi( - . ))(x), thus the conclusion. 
The next two lemmas are a preparation for a generalized Taylor 
expansion. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V: R” + R” be smooth and invertible, then 
(-Vrn (Tvf)(x) Ix=0 = Ew-v)fll,=o 
for any multiindex m. 
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Proof 
( -V)m (T,f)(x) = j v”(ik) e-” “lky(k) &/(2n)” 
= e i --*’ Ok) [ P( -V)f] ^ (k) &/(27c)“. 
now compute at x = 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let U: R” --+ R” be as above, then 
Proof 
(T,f)(x) = J e--x’U(ik)f((k) &/(27c)” 
PA -xl 
=IE m! I (ik)” &q &/(2n)” 
= c --$ P,( -xl [( -Vrnfl(0). 
PROPOSITION 2.6 (Generalized Taylor Theorem). Let U and V be 
inverses to each other, then 
ProojY Note thatf= TUT, f as in (1.5). Then from (2.5) it follows that 
/(x)=~$‘~WWY” Tvfl(O) 
and from (2.4) it follows that 
Comment. This is certainly a change of basis result. This can be 
complemented with 
COROLLARY 2.7. Denote by {P,,,(x)} the polynomial sequence of 
binomial type associated to V(T). Then 
b&x)= T,;T,(-~)~=~~~jpk(-x)I(-V)‘p~(- .)lll-so. 
It is clear that for k > m, Vk V,,,(O) = O! 
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3. RODRIGUES, STEFFENSEN, AND G-FORMULAS 
Let us begin with our version of Rodrigues’ formula. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the same notations as above, 
P m+e,(-x)= - i ,=, x,gwFw PA-xl. (3.2) 
Proof: Note that b, +C, (x) = x,b,. Therefore, applying T, to both sides 
we obtain 
P m+r,(-x)=~e~iu(ik) [(-xjb,(-.))lA (k)dk/(27~)~ 
= e s -x-U(ik) . a ( > 1 ak, Cb,( -.)I WI 4G’71)” 
= 
J( 
a 
-iqe -x- u(ik) > 
[b,( - .)] .. (k) dk/(2z)” 
= -~x,~(v(V))o,;b,(-.))(x) 
= -Zx,gy(V(-V)) P,(-.). 
J 
We shall now present a simple derivation of what Joni calls G-formulas. 
See her Ph. D. thesis for full proofs. In her work the G-formula is part of 
the derivation of the Steffensen formulas and the Lagrange inversion 
formula. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (G-formula). Let U= VP’ and V(t) = 5 -G(l), with G 
and its first derivatives vanishing at [ = 0. Then 
G”( -V) 
Tu =cJv(-VI ,,,, h,J - 0, 
where Jy({) denotes the Jacobian determinant of V. 
Proof: By making the change of variables ik into V(ik), 
(T,f)=~e~~“C’“k’f(ik)dk/(2rc)” 
= J,(ik)e- 
s ‘.’ “f( V( ik)/i) dk/( 2n)” 
(3.4) 
=Jv(-V)je “.“f( -iV(ik)) dk/(2n))“. 
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Consider now 
f(-iV(ik))=je ..“(i&lf(~)d.u=J’ei.~kP-~.Giiktf.(X)~~ 
=c F j h,( -x) f(x) eik.’ dx 
=c . F [!I,(-.)f] ^ (k), 
and substituting in our previous computation 
(r,.f)(x)=J(-V) j$y 
x e s ~-‘x.k[h,,,( -.)f] ^ (k) dk/(2rr)” 
= Jv( -V) c GminrV) 
x e s -ik.“[b,( -)j--J^ (k) dk/(2z)“, 
which is one simple step away from (3.4)! 
Let us consider now our version of the Steffensen identities of the first 
kind. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let U = V ’ with V(p) = p - pH(p), where H(p): 
iw” -+ iw, H(0) = 0. Put R(p) = l/l - H(p). Then ,for any multiindex m, 
P,( -x) = Jv( -V) R’” + “( -V) /I,,,( -x). (3.6) 
Proqfi Just compute 
P,( -x) = j e-~ r-U(ik’ [h,( -.)I ^ (k) dk/(2z)” 
= J,(&) em’-“‘k 
s 
dk 
C&A -.)I A (-iV(ik)) (2n)” 
=J,(ik) 1 em ir-k [b,( -.)I ^ (-iV(ik)) dk/(2z)“. 
409’129,2-2 
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But 
= eik. x/R(ik) ( _ x)m dx 
=R(jk)lm+ll e’-x’k(-~)~dx=R. 
I 
Substitute this last result in the previous computation, use 
R(ik)l”+‘Iexp -h.k=R(-V)lm+“exp -ix./?, and obtain (3.6). 
In order to state our version of the Steffensen formulas of the second 
kind, let us obtain them from (3.2) and (3.6) in the case n = 1. In this case 
(3.2) becomes 
P,(-x)= -x &L-x), (3.7) 
where DE d/dx. We also have 
P,(-x)= I”(-D)R”+‘(-D)(-x)“. 
Now, substitute (3.8) in the right-hand side of (3.7) to obtain 
(3.8) 
P,(-x)= -x & v(-D) R”(-W-q)“-l, 
which is the Steffensen identity of the second kind. Our multidimensional 
extension of it is therefore 
PROPOSITION 3.9. With the same notations as above 
P ,+,,(-q)= -z*,gw-0)) 
J 
x J,,( -V) R’” + I’( -V) b,( -x). 
Proof: Combine (3.2) and (3.6). 
4. LAGRANGE INVERSION FORMULAS 
The problem we are addressing now consists of finding the coefficients of 
the series expansion of U( 5) = C,,, a 1 U,,,g’“/m! assuming that those of 
v(t) = U-‘(t) =I& > I V,~“/m! are known. 
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We present two approaches to this problem. We begin with a slight 
variation on the Garsia-Joni approach, and then we present a recursive 
approach which works when we know the polynomials of binomial type 
generated by V(r). 
We shall denote by Fl, the coefficient 5” in the series expansion 
C F,,,t”/m of F(t). To begin, note that 
FI, = F, = [F( -V)( -x)“](O) = [F( -V) h,( -.)1(O). (4.1) 
Let Q(r) be an analytic function of 5. We want to know @( V(l))j,. 
According to (4.1), ( 1.4) (1.8), and (1.7) with the same notations as 
above, we have 
@(U)l, = [@(U(-V))b,(-.)1(O)= C@(U(-WI ~,~dm(-~)l(O) 
= [ T,@( -V) 7-,&J -.)1(O) = L-W-V) TLh,( -.)1(O) 
= C@(-VI P,( -.)1(O), (4.2) 
where we used (2.2) in the last step. Note also that if P,(x) = 
c k<m a(m, k)xk is known, then the last identity in (4.2) yields 
@(u)l,,, = c @lkdmj k). 
m<k 
(4.3) 
If instead we substitute (3.6) in the last identity of the chain (4.2) we 
obtain 
O( Cl)],,, = [@(-V) J,,( -V) R’“’ + “( -V) h,( - .)1(O) 
= [cW,,R’~+*‘]~,,,, (4.4) 
which is (3.4) in [8]. Had we used the representation (3.4) above, the 
G-formula, we would have obtained 
#(“)i, =c$ [@(-v) JY( -v) Gk( -v) bk( -v) h,,( -‘)I@) 
k 
This result is a variation on the theme of Theorem (2.2) in [S]. 
The other approach to finding the series expansion of the composition is 
based on the observation 
f( V(5)) = j cik- v( Y(k) &/(27T)“. (4.5) 
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Note that since we want series expansion, and that derivatives depend on 
the local properties of the function, (4.5) can always be obtained by 
replacing f by a function equal to it in a neighbourhood of V(r) and 
vanishing off a sufficiently big set. Observe now that 
If then P,(x) are known, P,(x) = Ck G m a(m, k)Xk, with a(m, 0) = 0 for 
Iml > 1, and iff= C f,x”/m!, then 
[p,,,(v) f](o) = 1 ‘J(m, k) fk. 
k<m 
In particular, when f = U,(t) = (V-‘),(t) we have 
tj = C f Cptn(v)ujl(o) 
lml>l ’ 
and if U,(r) = C u’,rm/m, we have the recursion relations for the ui,: 
a(ej, ej)u’,, = 1, a(e,, e,)u<, = 0 
1 a(m, k)u/, =O, [ml > 1. 
ml 
It is easy to see, expanding exp x. V(r), that a(e,, ek) = u&. Therefore 
u;, = l/u/, and ui = 0 for k # 0. Also since a(m, m) # 0, 
1 
uJ =-- 
m  C u(m, k)ui,. 
drn3 m, k<rn 
k#m 
5. FINAL COMMENTS 
Behind our integral transforms lies a theory of representations of 
canonical transformations. Some of it was explored in [S, 61 and in [7] it 
will be considered further. 
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